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Abstract. We study two nonlinear processes that are efficient in the
spectral redistribution of Alfven wave energy - second harmonic gener-
ation, and scalar decay. Both processes transport the energy of AWs
towards smaller scales and/or higher frequencies, and can accelerate the
energization of space plasmas implied by recent SORa observations.

1. Introduction

Processes that transport energy to dissipative length-scales attract great interest
in the space plasma physics community. Resonant absorption and phase mixing
of Alfven waves (see Goossens 1994, and references therein) are two popular
linear mechanisms for transferring energy towards small length-scales. As the
perpendicular wavenumber increases, the AWs begin to interact effectively with
the plasma and accelerate plasma particles. Classic AWs undergo phase mixing
in inhomogeneous space plasmas, but phase mixing on its own appears not to
be able to create significant dissipative effects during required times.

Nonlinear interaction and turbulent cascade of AW energy to dissipative
scales have been widely discussed recently in the context of space plasma ener-
gization ( Nakariakov, Roberts, & Murawski 1997; Matthaeus et al. 1999; Li
et al. 1999). However, as was mentioned by Matthaeus et al. (1999), the non-
linear dynamics of AWs, introduced by their anisotropic nature, is insufficiently
explored.

Here we study two nonlinear processes that can strongly accelerate the
evolution of AW energy towards small length scales: (i) parametric excitation of
small-scale AWs by a large-scale pump AW due to scalar nonlinearity (non-local
transfer in perpendicular wavenumber), and (ii) generation of AW at the second
harmonic (local process in wand k).

2. Mathematical model and eigenmode equation

After a long calculation of which the details are given elsewhere (Voitenko &
Goossens 2000), we arrive at the following basic equation for AW and slow
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waves in terms of the effective density potential ¢ = (Tie) In (ne/no):
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where f3 = vi/vi is due to gas compressibility, T == T; + Ts, 8; = c?ms/41rne2

is the inertial length, the subscript II denotes the direction of the equilibrium
magnetic field Bo (that is Ell II B o, etc.), ni = eBo/mic is the ion-cyclotron
frequency, Pf = vi/n;. The terms (proportional to (3) that are due to magnetic
compressibility B II are hidden in re-defined temperatures: (1 + (3)-1 Ts -t T;

(thermal velocity (1 + (3)-1 vis --7 vis and so on). The nonlinear terms are
given elsewhere (Voitenko & Goossens 2000).

3. Parametric decay of large-scale AW into small-scale AWs

We consider the nonlinear excitation of two short length scale AWs (<PI, </;2) that
are in resonance with large-scale pump AW (bp). The resonant conditions are:
WI - W2 = Wp, k l 1- - k 21- = 0 ; kIll - k211= kpil . We search for the solution
of (1) in the form of a fast oscillating wave with slowly varying amplitude,
¢1,2 = <Pl,2 (t) exp (-iWl,2t + ik1,2 . r). We retain only the resonant nonlinear
terms that are able to produce high perpendicular wavenumbers, and get the
equation for the amplitude <PI :

[~ _ ] <P - iV (8 f-l/-l2 (/-l2 - 1) _ S me k b ( )at 'YLI 1 - A PI--' (/-l2 + 1)2 2m; 1 + 8~k~1- 2-L. P1-ep2, 2

where 8 = kz / Ikzl, /-l = Pfki, and "tt. is the linear decrement (rL ~ -0.5v8~ki
if the damping is collisional).

Using k l 1- ~ k 2.l == k.l, Sp = 1, and 81 = -82, we solve (2) together with
a similar equation for <P2. The exponentially growing solution for the wave am-

plitudes, '" exp (M), has indices 8 = 0.5 bLl + 'YL2) ± 0.5VbLl - 'YL2)2 + 4'Y~n,
where the rate of non-linear interaction is

(3)

(4)

4. Nonlinear self-interaction of AWs and second harmonic genera-
tion

For kp1-8i < 1, the equation that governs the AW amplitude bsec = Bsec/Bo
(Bsec is the wave magnetic field), excited at the second harmonic by the pump
Alfven wave (bp) is:

[8
2 2 8] 8(2 )8t2 - Wk - rc 8t bsec = 4f3wpk p1-8i 8t bp + C.C •
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Here we also look for a solution of (4) in the form of a fast oscillating wave
with a slowly varying amplitude: bsec = bsec (t) exp (-iwsect + iksec . r) . If the
frequency mismatch is_smaller than the ~rowth rate, tlw (== Wsec - 2wp) < ,sec,
the solution to (4) is Ibsecl = 4{3wpkpJ..8ib~t, and the growth rate of the process
can be estimated as

Bp
'Ysec = 4(3Wpkpl..Oi B

o
· (5)

Both the resistive dissipation and the frequency mismatch are proportional
to kl and define an upper cut-off for this process in wavenumber space. For
coronal parameters, the frequency mismatch defines a more severe restriction
than dissipation, and gives an upper boundary for second harmonic generation,
(kP J..<5i ) max rv 0.01 - 0.1, which is quite high.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The parametric decay of large-scale AWs into a spectrum of short-scale AWs
introduces a jump-like transport of wave energy directly into the dissipative
wavenumber domain. The threshold condition, ,JvL > ,L1,L2, can be satisfied
in the solar corona with very small wave amplitudes hpJ.. ~ 10-5 (we took
0i = 106 , (3 = 10-2 ) . Short-scale AWs with wavenumbers orks. rv 1 can be
excited in the corona by large-scale AWs with bp J.. = 5 X 10-3 in a fraction of
a second, TNL ~ 10-1 s. This process can explain also the replenishment of
small-scale AWs, observed in the solar wind (Matthaeus et al. 1999).

The process of phase-mixing, which is inevitable in non-uniform space plas-
mas, switches on the nonlinear excitation of Alfven waves at the second har-
monic. This process produces shorter length-scales faster than phase mixing
itself, and leads also to a conversion to higher wave frequencies. The sequence of
second harmonic generations results in the energy cascading towards higher per-
pendicular wavenumbers and frequencies. In this way, relatively high-frequency
Alfven waves may be excited by low-frequency waves at high coronal levels,
where their presence is suggested by SORa observations (Wilhelm et al. 1998;
Cranmer et al. 1999, and references therein).
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